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Once upon a Time
5th Sisterlove Collection with essence & CATRICE
A brave and strong princess who embarks on adventures with her loyal friends and fights for all that is good – this is the magic of
Disney, which has fascinated so many since childhood. But what would all the stories be without their infamous villains?
With their evil streak and multi-faceted nature, they add an extraordinary touch of suspense to every Disney movie and
make the joy of the "Happily Ever After" all the greater. The fifth Sisterlove collection by essence & CATRICE "Disney Princess vs.
Disney Villains" is inspired by the special interaction between "good and evil". From mid-November, the Princesses Ariel, Snow
White and Aurora will share the make-up counters with their antagonists Ursula, the Evil Queen and Maleficent.
This way, the essence Disney Princesses and CATRICE Disney Villains can bring the best of both worlds to the beauty shelves.
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Disney Princess Eyeshadow Palettes
A quick glance at the names of the
eyeshadow shades is enough to make it clear:
they were inspired by the strong personalities
of the extraordinary Disney princesses Ariel,
Snow White and Aurora. Each of the three
eyeshadow palettes describes the story and
life of its namesake through its 14 highly
pigmented nuances: soft nude shades and an
intense red for Ariel, cool browns and a green
with a snowflake effect for Snow White and
playful pink and violet nuances for Aurora.
Around €11,99*

Disney Princess lash princess mascara
Once upon a time, there were... the popular lash princess mascaras,
which are well-known from the essence standard range, in their
fantastic princess dresses – and fairytale designs! The lash princess
"Aurora" volume mascara with a specially shaped cobra brush coats
every single lash and creates stunning volume with a fabulous curl.
Thanks to the "Snow White" false lash effect mascara, the lashes are
given length and dramatic volume with a false lash effect. The "Ariel"
false lash effect mascara waterproof is the right choice for an active
lifestyle – it can easily handle sports and tears of joy.
Around €4,19*

Disney Princess eyeshadow brush
With the three soft, synthetic eyeshadow brushes with design elements of
the popular princesses, dreamlike eye make-up looks are easier to achieve
than ever before. The Eyeshadow Brush with the Snow White silhouette
ideally absorbs the pigments of the eyeshadow and distributes them on the
moveable part of the lid. Blending is key – and with the "Ariel" Blending
Brush, a quick, flawless result is guaranteed. Want to soften the look and
add a highlight in the inner corner of the eye as a finishing touch? It's easy
with the Smudging Brush, which clearly stands out from the other
Smudging Brushes thanks to its Aurora silhouette.
Around €2,99*

Disney Villains Eyeshadow Palettes
"Mirror, mirror on the wall, who's
the fairest of them all?" With these
Eyeshadow palettes – inspired by the Evil Queen,
Ursula and Maleficent – this question is quickly
answered. Each of the 16 powder eyeshadows are
super soft, highly pigmented and have matte,
shimmering and sparkling finishes. In addition to the
high-quality packaging with an integrated mirror and
wearable nude and rosé tones, each palette contains
unique statement shades: exceptional shades of blue
and silver reminiscent of Ursula's underwater world,
intense shades of red, orange and brown inspired by
the Evil Queen and elegant khaki shades to go with
Maleficent.
Around €14,99*
Disney Villains Mono Highlighter
Even a true villain's look is only complete
with the ultimate glow! Both nuances have
a soft, intensely shimmering formula and
can be blended on the face effortlessly.
The long-lasting powders are available in
a rosé and a gold version. The mirror
included in the packaging turns them into
perfect companions on the go.
Around €8,99*

Disney Villains Face Brush
These three face brushes are as versatile as the characters of the Disney
villains! The soft powder brush is inspired by the Sea Witch Ursula and is
ideal for applying and blending setting powder, bronzer and blush. Thanks
to the tapered highlighter brush "Evil Queen," a great glow can be created
with both liquid and powdery products. Contouring at its best? The firmlybound bristles of the brush "Maleficent" can be used to individually define
and accentuate specific areas of the face. The three brushes have synthetic
bristles and lie comfortably in the hand.
Around €6,89*
*recommended retail price
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Ariel Disney Princess hydro booster mist
The cool freshness of the ocean is just a spray away! With its 2phase texture, the Ariel-inspired Hydrating Mist refreshes the skin
and provides an instant boost of moisture. It can be used in the
morning as part of your daily skincare routine, as a base for
make-up or as a hydro-kick on the go. Shake well before use.
Around €7,49*
Snow White Disney Princess liquid powder fixing mist
Not only suitable for the Snow White look - this Fixing Mist
makes every make-up style last. Simply shake well before use
and spray evenly onto the face from a distance of about 15 cm.
The fine, powdery mist of the spray lies gently on the skin and
provides a radiant, long-lasting and matte finish to both
creamy and powdery make-up.
Around €7,49*
Aurora Disney Princess glow mist
Bye-bye beauty sleep! Hello, glow mist by Princess Aurora! With
this facial spray, your skin will look fresh and radiant all day long.
The texture contains a fine shimmer and gives the skin a beautiful
glow. It can also be used in various ways: for the face, the neckline
and the body.
Around €7,49*

Disney Princess Face Mask
Even a princess needs some me-time and little wellness moments every now
and again. An absolute must-have: face masks. The moisturizing face masks
provide the ideal pampering care thanks to shea butter and glycerin, while
the contained kaolin cleanses and mattifies the skin. The three masks are
available in different scents and with additional, individual ingredients: The
"Ariel" version smells of watermelon and contains fruit extract, the "Snow
White" version convinces with a delicate apple fragrance and apple seed oil,
while the "Aurora" mask with a rose scent and flower extract helps to create
a great spa experience.
Around €2,89*

Disney Villains Satin Matte Lipstick
But first… lipstick! All three shades of the Disney Villains are highly
pigmented, have a semi-matt finish and leave a pleasant feeling on the lips.
In the mood for a warm nude shade? Then the lipstick inspired by Ursula is
the colour of choice. The lipstick in a rich red makes the lips shine like the
Evil Queen's. And the lipstick "Malevolent Rose" is perfect for a cool, soft
look à la Maleficent – e.g., to go with striking eye make-up.
Around €4,59*

Disney Villains Face Mask
Being a villain can leave its mark – but with the perfect care, both keeping
princesses on their toes and looking great can be achieved with ease!
The Disney Villains' face masks contain shea butter and glycerin to make
the skin feel soft. In addition, the mask with algae extract, which is inspired
by the Sea Witch Ursula, and the mask with hyaluronic acid, which is
anything but Evil, helps you maintain a fresh complexion. The third face
mask, designed for Maleficent, ensures a radiant complexion thanks to
green tea extract.
Around €3,79*

ONLINE EXCLUSIVE

Disney Princess eye brush & bag set
The practical Disney Princess eye brush & bag set enchants us in a
wonderfully playful rosé gold. With the three soft, synthetic eyeshadow
brushes to go with Aurora, Ariel and Snow White, blending, smudging
and highlighting is easier than ever before.
Around €6,99*

Disney Villains face brush & bag set
The Villains face brush & bag set in a cool silver look is perfect for quick
touch-ups on the go or for the next vacation. Based on Ursula, Maleficent
and the Evil Queen, the three brushes have a firm grip on powder, blush,
bronzer and highlighter – for a flawless complexion in just a few strokes.
Around €15,99*

PICTURES
Image files can be downloaded under the following link
https://cloud.cosnova.com/index.php/s/irhDVANVWGrKhBT
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*recommended retail price
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